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	For PC, Runs on Windows 10 & 11
	Digital Download
	One-time purchase for 1 person

	Instant Digital Download
	Lifetime Support




Add to Cart $ 129.99Instant Checkout

An electronic code will be emailed to you 15-30 minutes after checkout.
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	Product Information


Creative. Forward-looking. Easy to use.

A lifetime investment in creative technology, Office 2021 Home & Student is your new front-row seat to the future of Microsoft innovation. Powered by artificial intelligence, the new productivity suite delivers on Microsoft’s ongoing commitment to empowering every user with more capable, personal, and intelligent technology than ever before.

If you're an entrepreneur, student, or small business owner, tired of feeling like you're using out-of-date applications? Upgrade to the latest and most innovative tools today! Get the improved version of your favorite applications with new innovative additions to make life easier. Satisfy clients and teachers by being able to impress them in every field!

Discover Microsoft Office as it has never been seen before on all Windows-based personal computers. Expect elegant design elements, ultra-fast performance, a new facelift to the design, and always up-to-date features without missing out due to costs, subscriptions, or availability.

Maximize your personal time now that you have access to Office 2021 Home & Student on your PC or Mac, and even on Windows-based tablets! Each application is made and kept up-to-date with today’s competitive market by the leading computer-software giant with an impressive history of innovation.

The new design is easy to use, and seamless integration allows you to collaborate with others more easily than ever before. The classic apps that come with Microsoft Office 2021 are Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. With a perpetual license and apps included, it’s never been easier to get started with Microsoft Office. Get Your product key today and install on one pc or mac.

Features

As expected, Microsoft Office is releasing a new version that features many new capabilities that are described fully here. Highlights include support for OpenDoc format 1.1 and new Excel features, presentation recording functionality, and new translation functionality for Outlook. A new smart Search box is added to each Office application's top page to help users find information quickly. All the applications received visual updates which align the user experience with Microsoft Windows 11.

What is it?

Office 2021 is the latest version of Microsofts most famous desktop software suite. The program offers favorite applications and new offerings like Teams and Word and a wide variety of other applications for the Mac. While the challenge for Google's workspace is getting more fierce, Microsoft Office remains widely known as the strongest productivity software product available.

Key benefits

The necessary tools for everything. Office Home and Student 2121 is for students and families who need a standard office software package, such as Excel for Windows 10 or Mac OS X 10. One-time purchases are installed on 1 computer or Macbook to use at home or in school.

Is Outlook included in Microsoft Office Home and Student 2021?

No. Office Home & Student 2021 has the classic version of apps like Word, Excel & PowerPoint.

Does Microsoft Office Home and Student 2021 work on Windows 10?

Yes. Microsoft Office 2021 Home student runs on Windows 11, Windows 10, or the latest macOS version.

 


	Features


Office home student 2021 is made for the generation that takes their work seriously. It's not just a productivity suite, it's an arsenal of creativity. Load on powerful tools with the get-go and get down to business faster than ever!

The updated 2021 versions of Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint are all included in the new Office home student 2021 Home & Student suite. 

Microsoft Word 2021

The word processing software you love to use for essays and documents is back, but it's better than ever this time around. With new features that make writing more cohesive no matter the occasion — whether school work or home projects — your favorite app has been extended with cool tricks up its sleeve!

Create and share professional documents using modern editing, reviewing, and distribution technologies. The design menu allows quick access to functionality while Smart Search provides contextual information directly in Word.

	Get more done in less time than ever before. All the tools you need for any project, at your fingertips! Use the “Tell me” bar to locate features, and place them in a Quick Access Toolbar for easy access.
	Improved Dark mode. The new, improved Dark mode keeps the screen easy on your eyes. Now, your page turns dark too, and you can enter Focus mode to change background colors with no distractions.
	Better Read Aloud voices. New, vastly improved text-to-speech voices have arrived at Word 2021. Enjoy high-quality, understandable voices to help you understand documents better. Yes, it even works with the new Line Focus in Immersive Reader!
	Commenting made modern. No more sidebar pop-ups. Comments are now inline and contextual, with @mentions and much more to come.
	Transform your document into a website. Microsoft Sway allows you to create a webpage in 1 click from your Word document. Choose from different layout options, animations, and make edits in Sway.


Microsoft Excel 2021

Microsoft Excel 2021 is the most comprehensive and easy-to-use spreadsheet application on today's market. Take your data analysis skills up a notch with all of these new features that were made just for people like yourself!

Excel 2021 extends the limits of what was previously thought possible. You can now go beyond ideas and create complex, professional spreadsheets with ease!

Analyze your data using the new interface and your favorite keyboard shortcuts. Use analytical tools such as Slicer and Formula Builder to reduce time and concentrate more on your research.

	Use your data to its fullest. Analyze information quickly and easily. People from any occupation or country around the world can have access to better decision-making skills based on findings from their Excel spreadsheets!
	New functions. Powerful new functions allow you to manipulate and work with your data in more ways. Newly introduced functions include LET() and XLOOKUP() in Excel, with many more to come!
	Stability and performance improvements. Excel's improved performance makes working on large sets easier than ever before, thanks to its faster speed in both calculation and navigation.


Microsoft PowerPoint 2021

PowerPoint 2021 is perfect for people who want to create engaging presentations and actually share them in a way that gets more attention than before. With improvements made by Microsoft themselves as well as new features being added — you can't go wrong!

Create and communicate your ideas effectively using new slides and enlarged animation tasks panes. The comments on your presentation will be included in your slides.

	Be creative, be professional. The best presentations are the ones where you can let your imagination flow. PowerPoint 2021 lets you do just that, but it still maintains a professional tone for all sorts of scenarios.
	Master of the craft. Presentations are the best when they flow from one thing to another in an entertaining manner. PowerPoint 2021 allows you to keep your presentations fresh and interesting with tools, animations, transitions!
	Insert new icons and 3D models. Work with an expanded library of SVG icons to make your work stand out from the rest! Choose between professionally designed ones, or upload your own if you're feeling creative.
	PowerPoint 2021 makes you feel heard. Now, your presentations can have a more personal touch with recording narration from the program itself — no need to find an outside source or invest time into recording yourself in a separate app!


Choose the best Office for you

Microsoft Office 2021 Home & Student is perfect for students of any kind, as well as small business owners and entrepreneurs wanting to take the work-life balance on a more personal level. With its great features that will never leave you behind in class or at your desk without help, there's no reason why everyone shouldn’t have this suite on their PC! 

The Microsoft Office 2021 Home & Student deal is perfect for people who want to use the essentials in an affordable way. You'll get lifetime access, and all the latest features without having monthly or annual fees attached!

Of course, this edition comes with some restrictions, so make sure you understand what they are before making a decision on whether it's the right choice for your needs. If saving money isn't one of them, we suggest checking out our other offers, like Office 2021 Professional.

Looking for the Mac release? Click here!

Get help from us after you purchase Office 2021 Home & Student

You deserve a software experience that's top-notch, and we're here for you. Our experts can help with anything!

Get in touch with our experts who are ready around the clock for any situation, no matter how big or small it may be! For hassle-free personalized Microsoft Office 2021 customer service contact us at all hours 24/7 via phone, email, or chat and get peace of mind that your needs will be met by people who care about you.

You don't need to deal with subpar support from companies — you've got the best team here at SoftwareKeep waiting on call when things go wrong!


	System Requirements


Here are the minimum system requirements for installing this suite. We recommend exceeding these in order to guarantee yourself an enjoyable experience with Office 2021 Home & Student:

	Processor: 1.6 GHz or faster, 2-core processor.
	Memory / RAM: 4 GB or more for 64-bit; 2 GB or more for 32-bit based systems.
	Hard disk: A minimum of 4GB available hard disk space is required on the installation harddrive.
	Operating System: Windows 10 or Windows 11 is required for Office 2021.
	Graphics: Graphics hardware acceleration requires DirectX 9 or later, with WDDM 2.0 or higher on Windows 10.
	.NET version: Some features may require .NET 3.5 or 4.6 and higher to also be installed.
	Other requirements:

	Internet functionality requires an internet connection.
	A Microsoft account may be required.
	A touch-enabled device is required to use any multitouch functionality.
	Functionality and graphics of the included applications may vary based on your system.







Key Features
Microsoft Office 2021 Home & Student goes beyond the basics of document creation, enabling users to unleash their creativity and maximize their efficiency with powerful tools and features.

Microsoft Word 2021Simplify word processing with new features for professional documents and easy sharing.2021 Updated Features






Microsoft Excel 2021Analyze data, create visual presentations, and collaborate with others - make the most of your data.2021 Updated Features






Microsoft PowerPoint 2021A game changer for anyone looking to create engaging and captivating presentations.2021 Updated Features









Get help from us after you purchase Microsoft Office 2021 Home & Student
Our team is here 24/7 to provide the best service to help you with any software-related needs. From installation to usage guidance, we ensure you get the most out of your purchase.
Chat with us




Looking for a suite with more advanced productivity tools?
Check out other editions like Microsoft Office 2021 Professional for advanced help with editing text documents as well as handling databases.




Trusted by 100,000+ individuals & businesss in USA
 PreviousInstalling Microsoft suite and getting my refund
I called for two things... I only meant to purchase Microsoft suite and I mistakenly purchased something along with my purchase. Daniel was my customer service rep.  He reversed my charges immediately and walked me through how to install my product. He was very kind and patient. A person like myself who isn't tech savvy needed a kind person like Daniel to help me with my concerns. Daniel is an asset to your company. Kudos to you Daniel and Thanks a Mil

Naa-Diane GreenJuly 21, 2023





Joe was a great technician
Joe was a great technician. I got a response to my initial message right away. He asked good questions and gave quick, clear answers. I am awaiting resolution of the issue (a refund) within the 24-72 hours stated. Thank you, Joe!

Jenny CoolAugust 04, 2023





Exceptional
Coincidentally, this was my second call with Emre. Exceptional and very helpful even when it was my mistake.

GlennJuly 31, 2023
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Frequently asked questions
How long does it take to receive my order?


As soon as we are able to successfully process your payment, you will receive a download link for your product and a Product Key. This process is usually between 15-20 minutes. If your order is delayed long than this, please refer to your SoftwareKeep account for the details of your purchase.





What is a digital download and how does it work?


A digital download is an electronic version of your software product, giving you access to download and use your new software immediately. This means that a physical CD or DVD disc is not included with your purchase. The software install program is downloaded through cloud-based storage.





What are retail software products?


Retail software products are the same physical items you would purchase at your local software stores. They are packaged for retail sale and usually include the original box, physical CD or DVD disk(s), a manual, the paper license agreement, and an Activation Key/Code. Similar to OEM software, a Retail Product is licensed for use on one computer only.





Can I buy a single-use license software and install on multiple computers


Retail Product and OEM software licenses are designed to install and activate on one computer only, unless otherwise specified.





How long does a genuine software license last?


The license for any product purchased from SoftwareKeep is a lifetime (perpetual) license. You may be required to purchase a new license with a new version of the product. In some cases, you might be eligible for an upgrade license that will allow you to upgrade at a discount price





How can I be certain that my copy of Microsoft Office is legitimate?


SoftwareKeep is a proud Microsoft Certified Partner, and as such, all our software products are 100% legitimate and authentic. In addition, any software you purchase from SoftwareKeep is covered by our hassle-free money-back guarantee. We encourage all our customers to register their specific Microsoft Office Product key via Microsoft online activation to ensure verification and tracking of their authentic software products.





Can I update my software over the Internet?


Since these are genuine Microsoft products, you will be able to obtain regular updates from Microsoft using an Internet connection





Is it possible to upgrade Windows Vista to Windows 7, 8 or 10?


Absolutely, you can upgrade Windows Vista to a more recent Microsoft Windows edition. However, this process will require a 'Clean' or 'Parallel Installation', followed by selecting a Custom-Install process. Please refer to your machine's hardware specification for more information on installation.







Subscribe & Save 15%
Sign up to stay in the loop about the hottest deals and exclusive sales. Plus 15% off your first order!
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